
Paul Cartledge, Sparlan Refleclions. London: Duckworth, 2001. pp. xii +
276. £14.99.

In the Preface, Cartledge makes a not unreasonable claim: 'Since 1976 I
have I think established myself as one of the half-dozen international
authorities on pretty well all matters ancient Spartan.' Fair enough; and for
this reason we can be grateful that Cartledge has taken the trouble to
assemble this collection of 13 papers. Those which have appeared in print
before have been 'revised, rewritten and updated', and provided with new
introductions; and others have not been previously published Whitby
identifies Cartledge along with Hodkinson as 'the two current authorities
on Sparta', and locates their work in relation to the opposed approaches of
Moses Finley and G.E.M. de Ste Croix, noting how Cartledge followed de
Ste Croix in his focus on source analysis, while following Finley's more
speculative approach to Sparta's 'underlying social structures'.' Cartledge,
in dealing with varieties of equality in Greek political systems (chap. 6),
sees himself as aligned with 'the Cambridge School' of 'conceptual
history' (p. 69), and goes on to endorse the view that this must mean the
histories of the uses of concepts in argument2 Hence in this chapter on
equality Cartledge leads from an analysis of specific examples of uses in
argument ofthe concept to the idea that the process could be ofvalue to the
reconstruction ofmodem democracy. Elsewhere he writes that although he
has made his contribution to postrnodemist historiography, he fully
supports the defence of non-postrnodernist historiography (p. 5), and
would like to believe that the events and processes to which he refers had
some historical substance. The term 'reflections' in the title is intentionally
multivalent.

The myth was fostered by the Spartans that their institutions
endured, and it was accepted, for example, by Cicero that the essential
features of Spartan society had continued virtually unchanged to his day
(Pro FIacco 63). This assumption influenced later writers, such as Strabo,'

'M. Whitby in Whitby (cd.), Spana (Edinburgh 2002), csp. 14-16.
'As Whitby notes (note 1) 15, F. Kicchle, cn 31 (1981) 79-81, esp. 81, comploincd thot
Cartledge was too submissive to Finley's views (but Cartledge took his DPhil ot Oxford, not
Cambridge). Hodkinson was supervised by Finley, and loter by Cartledge, but his work
(espcciolly Propeny and Wealth in Classical Spana [London 2000]) is clearly much closer
to the approach ofde Ste Croix.
, E.g. on the helots, Strobe 8.5.4 365 and 5.5, with Spowforth in P. Cartledge & A.
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Plutarch, Pausanias and Philostratus, whom we have to use to supplement
the earlier sources. One has the sense that to use these later writers one
needs to start with an understanding ofthe 'Spartan revolution' ofAgis IV,
and more particularly Cleomenes ill and Nabis. Cartledge has covered that
critical period in his half of Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, but its under
representation in Spartan Reflections, which focuses more on Spartan
history down to the battle ofLeuctra (cf. 66-67), means that the latter book
is not a one-stop reference on ancient Sparta. Of course, one appreciates
that the divide marked by Cartledge serves to emphasize discontinuities.

As the book is largely a retrospective collection, many contro
versial conclusions are boldly restated. Thus, for example, he remains
persuaded that the Great Rhetra is the product of the seventh century, and
that the Rhetra and the Rider were produced contemporaneously (29-30;
contra M.B. Sakellariou., whom he mentions, and F. Kiechle, CR 31 [1981]
80); oOOs and kamai (villages) are treated as synonymous in the Index, and
at pp. 25 and 31 it is explained that Thucydides used the term kamai
untechnically to refer to obes, but this passes over the problem of
interrelating Spartan villages (p. 14), oOOs and tribes, and obes and lochoi'
Cartledge (esp. 59-60) challenges the common view, underpinned by
ancient writers, that the ephorate represented a democratic element,
providing some check to the oligarchic power of the kings and the
Gerousia, and he has amplified his case more recently in his review ofN.
Richer, Les Ephores (paris 1998).' Cartledge argues persuasively that the

Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta: a Tale a/TWo Cities, 2nd edition (London 2002)
165-66.
• Philostratus, llila Apallonii 4.32, 6.20, wilh Spawfarth (0. 3) 172-73 and 193-94.
'A.J. Beattie, 'An eally Laconian lex sacru', CQ I (1951) 44-58 speculated on the number
ofohes presupposed, ifobes were subdivisions oftribes. His theorising developed out ofhis
study of the appatent allestation of an obe Arcalila (cf SEG 11.475a). But the key "'xl
comes from the collection oftranscriptions ofSpatlan inscriptions by M Fourmont (1690
1746), who acquired an nnfortuna'" reputation for forgeries and general innccnrucy: cf A.
Spawforth, 'Fourmontiana: ... another forgery from Amyklw', ABSA 7I (1976) 139-45.
Fourmont's reputation and the recurring pnttcrn of five in Spartan institutions may explain
the reluctance of scholatS to take up Beattie's suggestion that by the eally 6th centwy
Arcalns (Argnlos) was an obe. The problems of relating obes to lachoi ate rcvisit<:d by H.W.
Singor, 'Admission to the syssitia' in S. Hodkinson & A. Powell (cds.), Sparta: New
Perspectives (London 1999) 67-89.
• In Gnomon 74 (2002) 143f, and n1so in 'Spat1Jlnjustice? Or the state ofthe Epbors?' Dike
3 (2000) 5-26; but Ricber was not blind to R1:a1politik, and sketcbed the political history of
the epborute (Les Ephores, esp. 512-18).
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kings, Gerousia and Ephors effectively constituted an oligarchy, and that
the Ephors whose origins were not in the elite were more likely to be c0

opted than to hold out as representatives of the people (damos). On some
issues abbreviated argumentation is justified by the focus ofthis book, and
discussion can be found in his earlier major works, Sparta and Lakonia
(London 1979) andAgesiiaos (London 1987).

In chapter 6, Cartledge advances the paradox that, while a general
characteristic of Greek societies was that political rights were hierarchical
and proportional, political equality was less of a reality in Sparta than it
was in Athens, and intentionally so (at p. 74 he cites an apothegm of
Lycurgus in which he rejected democracy as inappropriate for the polis:
Plutarch, Moralia 22800). Thus Cartledge (73) considers 'the Equals' to be
a misleading translation of the tetm Homoioi which the Spartans used of
their full citizens. To emphasize the difference between political equality in
Athens and Sparta, Cartledge contrasts the Athenian system of vote
counting with the Spartan model whereby the volume of shouting for and
against a proposal determined the decision of the Assembly (34 and 75). I
am not sure that this argument from modes of measuring would survive
careful scrutiny.

This is hy no means a book of significance only for Sparta
watchers, not least because the comparative method is an important
element in his approach. The five chapters that make up Part IlL on society,
economy and warfare, are particularly noteworthy, and I wonld single out
chapter 10, 'Rebels and sambos in classical Greece', where Cartledge uses
E.D. Genovese's From Rebellion to Revolution: Afro-American Slave
Revolts (Baton Rouge 1979) as the framework for identifying the
particnlarities ofGreek models ofslavery. And in Part IV, as ifthe Spartans
were not eccentric enough, Cartledge finishes with a filscinating paper on
Oscar Wtlde, as protege ofJ.P. Mahaffy,' and the significance ofhis choice
of first name for the eponymous central figure of his novel The Picture of

, The relationship between the two became decidedly stormy: W.B. Stanford & RB.
McDowell,Maha.DY(LondOll 1971) 80-88.
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Dorian Gray (published in book form 1891). This final chapter is an
appropriate coda for this splendid collection of studies of various aspects
of the Spartan tradition.

John Atkinson
University of Cape Town

Jo-Marie Claassen, Displaced Persons. The Literature ofExile from Cicero
to Boethius. London: Duckworth. 1999. Vlll, 352S., £ 16,95. ISBN 0
7156-2919-0.

DaB Ovids Exildichtung lange Zeit nur geringe Wertschatzung in der
Forschung besaB, da sie als die Wiederholung des Immergleichen und die
Manifestation einer unmiinnlichen Haltung gegeniiber der von Augustus
verhangten Eutfernung von Rom galt, ist inzwischen so oft in neueren
Untersuchungen wiederholt und zur Abgrenzung des eigenen Standpunktes
verwendet worden, daB sich kaum mehr ein genaneres Eingehen aufdiese
Hingst iiberholten Positionen lohnt. Vielmehr ist die Zeit reif fUr die
Synthese des Ertrags, den die unvoreingenommene Lektiire der Tristia und
der Epistulae ex Ponto seit den 80er Jahren des 20. Jahrhunderts, unter
stiitzt durch das methodische Instrumentarium moderner Literaturtheorie,
erbracht hat.

Eine solche Zusammenschau liegt nun im bier anzuzeigenden
Buch von Jo-Marie Claassen (C.) vor, einer der Forscherinnen, die selbst
am meisten zur Revision des alten und zur Etablierung des neuen Bildes
von diesen Dichtungen beigetragen hat. ) Wiewohl in Displaced Persons

, Vgl. z.B. ihre Aufslitw 'Ovid's poems from exile. The creation of a myth and the triumph
of poetry', A&A 34 (1988) 158-69; 'Cannen and poetics. Poetry as enemy and friend', in
Carl Deroux (ed.), Studies in Latin Literature and Raman History V. Collection Latomus
206 (Bruxelles 1989) 252-66; 'Ovid's poetic Ponlus', PUS 6 (1990) 65-94; 'Ovid's
wavering identity. Personification and depersonalisation in the exilic poems', Latomus 49
(1990) 102-16; 'Une analyse stilistique el liUeruire d'Ovide (Epistuloe ex Ponlo 3,3).
Praeeeptor amoris all proeeeptor Amaris', LEC 59 (1991) 27-41; 'Exile, death and
immortality: voices from the grave', Latomlls 55 (1996) 571-90; 'Meter and emotion in
Ovid's exilic poetry', CW 82 (1988/89) 252-66; 'The vocabulary of exile in Ovid's Tristia
and Epistolae ex Ponto', GiallO 75 (1999) 134-71 - Ausgangspunkt ist C.s Dissertation
Poeta, £XU1, Votes. A Stylistic and LiteraryAnalysis a/Ovid's Tristia and Epistulae ex Ponlo
(Stellenhosch 1986).
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